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By repeated trials, one can determine the fairness of a classical coin with a confidence which grows
with the number of trials. A quantum coin can be in a superposition of heads and tails and its state
is most generally a density matrix. Given a string of qubits representing a series of trials, one can
measure them individually and determine the state with a certain confidence. We show that there
is an improved strategy which measures the qubits after entangling them, which leads to a greater
confidence. This strategy is demonstrated on the simulation facility of IBM quantum computers.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ud
Introduction: When testing a theory against experi-
mental data, the Bayesian approach gives us a rational
way of revising our theoretical expectations in the light
of new data. To take the simple and familiar example
of coin tossing, let us start with the belief that our coin
is fair. If we then toss the coin ten times and turn up
nine heads, our belief in fairness will be shaken but not
destroyed: it is still possible that the nine heads were
generated by chance. If the run of heads continues, we
would be hard pressed to cling to our belief in the fair-
ness of the coin. Revising our beliefs in the light of new
data is an essential component of the scientific method, a
point which was strikingly brought out in the Monty Hall
problem, which occupied the community in the 1990’s.
Bayesian theory is routinely used in testing the efficacy
of drugs, where one starts with the “null hypothesis” that
the drug being tested is no more effective than a placebo.
If the drug fares better than a placebo over a sufficiently
large number of trials, we are more inclined to believe in
its efficacy.
Let us now return to coin tossing, which captures the
idea of Bayesian inference in its simplest form. The in-
tuitive idea is quantitatively captured in likelihood the-
ory. Our initial belief (prior) is that the probability of
heads is qH and tails qT . If we see a particular string
SN = {HTHHHHTTHTTT.....}, in N coin tosses, the
likelihood of such a string emerging from the distribution
PB = {qH , qT } is given by (see below for a derivation)
L(SN |PB) = 1√
2piNpHpT
exp−{NDKL(PA‖PB)} (1)
where PA = {pH , pT } = {NH/N,NT /N} is the ob-
served frequency distribution in a string of N tosses.
DKL(PA‖PB) is the relative entropy or the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the distributions PB and PA.
When we pass from classical coins to quantum coins,
a new possibility emerges: the coins may be in a super-
position of heads |H 〉 and tails |T 〉. Even more gener-
ally, the state of the system need not even be pure but
a density matrix. The probability distributions PB , PA
describing classical coins are replaced by density matri-
ces ρB and ρA. One of the central problems in quan-
tum information is quantum state discrimination. Given
two quantum states, how easily can we tell them apart?
This question has led to the issue of distinguishability
measures on the space of quantum states [1–5]. More re-
cently in [6] it has been noticed that quantum entangle-
ment leads to a significant improvement in distinguishing
two quantum states. In this Letter, we go beyond [6] by
actually implementing our theoretical model on a state of
the art quantum computer, the IBM quantum computer
and checking our theoretical ideas against quantum sim-
ulations and experiments.
Our goal in this Letter is to describe an experiment
which demonstrates the use of entanglement as a re-
source in state discrimination. We have successfully im-
plemented our ideas on the ibm quantum simulator. In
experimental runs, it appears that the quantum advan-
tage we seek to demonstrate is swamped by noise. The
experiment may well be within the reach of more sophis-
ticated quantum computers which are currently in use
and so provides a short term goal possibly within reach.
The outline of this Letter is as follows. We first review
classical likelihood theory to set the background for our
work. We then describe how likelihood theory is mod-
ified in a quantum world and show how these abstract
ideas can be translated into reality using existing quan-
tum computers. We discuss the simplest direct measure-
ment strategy where one measures qubits one by one.
We then show that there exist improved strategies which
exploit quantum entanglement in an essential way. We
translate our abstract ideas into quantum scores, com-
binations of quantum logic gates, which can be run on
quantum computers. Finally, we present the results of
running our programs on existing IBM quantum com-
puters and end with some concluding remarks.
Review of Classical Likelihood Theory: Let us consider
a biased coin for which the probability of getting a head
is pH = 1/3 and that of getting a tail is pT = 2/3. Sup-
pose we incorrectly assume that the coin is fair and as-
sign probabilities qH = 1/2 and qT = 1/2 for getting
a head and a tail respectively. The question of inter-
est is the number of trials needed to be able to dis-
tinguish (at a given confidence level) between our as-
sumed probability distribution and the measured prob-
ability distribution. A popular measure for distinguish-
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2ing between the expected distribution and the measured
distribution is given by the relative entropy or the KL
divergence (KLD) which is widely used in the context of
distinguishing classical probability distributions [7]. Let
us consider N independent tosses of a coin leading to
a string SN = {HTHHTHTHHTTTTT......}. What
is the probability that the string S is generated by the
model distribution PB = {q, 1 − q}? The observed fre-
quency distribution is PA = {p, 1 − p}. If there are NH
heads and NT tails in the string SN then the probability
of getting such a string is N !NH !NT !q
NH (1− q)NT which we
call the likelihood function L(SN |PB). If we take the av-
erage of the logarithm of this likelihood function and use
Stirling’s approximation for large N we get the following
expression:
1
N
logL(N |PB) = −DKL(PA‖PB)+ 1
N
log
1√
2piNp(1− p) ,
(2)
where p = NHN and DKL(PA‖PB) = p log pq + (1 −
p) log 1−p1−q . The second term in (2) is due to the sub-
leading term 12 log 2piN of Stirling’s approximation. If
DKL(PA‖PB) 6= 0 then the likelihood of the string S be-
ing produced by the PB distribution decreases exponen-
tially with N . This results in eq.(1). Thus DKL(PA‖PB)
gives us the divergence of the measured distribution from
the model distribution. The KL divergence is positive
and vanishes if and only if the two distributions PA and
PB are equal.
In this limit, we find that the exponential divergence
gives way to a power law divergence, as shown by the
subleading term in (2). The arguments above generalize
appropriately to an arbitrary number of outcomes (in-
stead of two) and also to continuous random variables.
Quantum Likelihood Theory: In passing from classical
likelihood theory described above to the quantum one,
there are two additional features to be considered. First,
as mentioned earlier, because of the superposition prin-
ciple, a quantum coin would in general be described by
a density matrix rather than a probability distribution.
Second, in measuring a quantum system, one has an ad-
ditional freedom: the choice of measurement basis. It is
evident that the choice of measurement basis can affect
our discriminating power between competing quantum
states. We would be well advised to choose the basis
wisely, so as to maximise our discriminating power be-
tween two given density matrices.
Consider two mixed density matrices ρA and ρB . Sup-
pose that the (prior) quantum distribution is described
by ρB . For a choice {mi} (i = 1...n) of orthonor-
mal basis, the probable outcomes have the probabilities
qi = 〈mi |ρB |mi 〉. Similarly, if the density matrix is
ρA, we have the probabilities pi = 〈mi |ρA|mi 〉. Both
{qi} and {pi} are normalised probability distributions.
These can now be regarded as classical probability dis-
tributions and we can compute their relative entropy, de-
fined as DKL(m) =
∑
i=1..n piLog(pi/qi). The argument
m on the LHS indicates that the relative entropy de-
pends on the measurement basis m, since the ps and qs
do. Let us now choose m = m∗ optimally so as to max-
imise DKL(m) which is a measure of our discriminating
power. The basis optimised value of the Kulback-Leibler
divergence is denoted by S(A||B) = DKL(m∗). For ex-
ample, we could be detecting a weak signal (as in quan-
tum metrology) using a quantum detector, which would
remain in the state ρB in the absence of an incoming sig-
nal, but get excited to state ρA when the signal is present.
If the state is ρA, our confidence C that the state is in
fact ρB will decrease at the rate
C =
1√
2piNp(1− p) exp−{NS(A||B)}.
where N is the number of measured systems.
Tossing Quantum Coins: The abstract theory of the
last section can be converted into concrete experiments
using the recent progress in constructing quantum com-
puters in the laboratory. Choosing the optimal basis is
effected by a Unitary transformation, which can be imple-
mented using quantum gates. The quantum circuit that
we implement on the quantum computer can be divided
into three parts. The first part is state preparation, the
second is Unitary transformation and the third is mea-
surement. We explore two strategies, which we call the
direct and the entangling strategy. The two strategies
differ only in the second part. In the direct strategy, we
measure the qubits one at a time, taking care to choose
the measurement basis so as to maximise our ability to
distinguish the two states. In the entangling strategy, we
perform an entangling unitary transformation on a pair
of qubits before performing the measurement.
State Preparation: Without loss of generality, we can
assume the state ρA to be along the z direction of the
Bloch sphere and ρB to lie in the x − z plane of the
Bloch sphere, making an angle δ with the z axis. To
prepare the initial quantum state ρA, which is a density
matrix, we begin with two qubits (say a,b) both in the
state | 0 〉: | 0 〉a ⊗ | 0 〉b. We then perform a local unitary
rotation through an angle β in the x− z plane on one of
them (b) and arrive at | 0 〉a⊗(cosβ/2| 0 〉b+sinβ/2| 1 〉b).
We then apply a CNOT gate with b as the control and
a as the target. The total system is now in an entangled
state. If we ignore (trace over) qubit a, we get an impure
density matrix on qubit b. ρA = (cosβ/2)
2| 0 〉〈 0 | +
(sinβ/2)2| 1 〉〈 1 | This is our initial state ρA, whose purity
depends on the entangling angle β. In runs we have used
the value of β = 0.2 and δ = 1.8.
In practice (and for easier comparison with the entan-
gling strategy) we repeat the arrangement with two more
qubits with qubits a and b replaced respectively by d and
c. We get identical states in qubits b and c. The rest of
the circuit performs an unitary transformation on the
qubits b and c and then performs a measurement in the
computational basis.
Direct strategy: In the direct measurement strategy
we perform measurements on individual qubits. One can
show [8] that the optimal basis consists of two antipodal
3points in the x−z plane of the Bloch sphere. This deter-
mines a direction in the x−z plane which is characterised
by an angle ϕ in the range 0 − pi. We optimise over ϕ
by choosing ϕ, the measurement basis so that DKL(ϕ)
defined in the last section, is as large as possible. Then
Srel = DKL(ϕ
∗)
is the maximum value where ϕ∗ is the value of ϕ corre-
sponding to the maximum value of DKL. This gives us
the optimal one-qubit strategy for distinguishability of
ρA and ρB . This is our direct measurement strategy. The
optimal unitary transformation for the direct strategy is
easy to find numerically. The unitary transformations of
interest are in fact orthogonal [8], and belong to SO(2)
(because the states are assumed to be in the x− z plane)
and characterised by a single angle ϕ. We numerically
evaluate the relative entropy as a function of ϕ and find
the maximum ϕ∗. We use this unitary transformation U2
to get the optimised measurement basis, which is imple-
mented as a local transformation on qubits b and c. The
logic circuit which implements the direct strategy on a
quantum computer is displayed in Fig. 1.
Entangling strategy: The entangling strategy for dis-
criminating qubits gives us an advantage over the Di-
rect Measurement Strategy, in quantum state discrimina-
tion. Consider 2N idependent and identically distributed
qubits. Let us group these 2N qubits into N pairs. We
now perfom measurements on each pair, choosing our
measurement basis to give us optimal results for state dis-
tinguishability. This is effected by performing an unitary
transformation U4 in the two qubit Hilbert space followed
by measurement in the computational basis. By group-
ing the qubits in pairs, we have increased the freedom
in the choice of measurement basis. For, we can choose
entangled bases as well as separable ones. This greater
freedom means that we can improve on the direct strat-
egy. Maximising Srel over all two qubit bases, is clearly
an improvement over maximising over separable ones.
We maximise the relative entropy in the space of two
qubit bases, by doing a numerical search. Computer ex-
periments reveal that one does indeed gain by using the
entangling strategy. Our initial aim was to show that
this entangling strategy indeed gives us an improvement
over the Direct Measurement Strategy which we have de-
scribed in the last section, by explicitly implementing it
on a quantum computer.
For the entangled strategy, we find it advantageous to
simplify our search by searching within SO(4). We per-
form a random walk in the SO(4) space to find the op-
timal U4. This yields a relative entropy per qubit which
is higher than that obtained by the direct strategy. It is
known from the theory of Makhlin transforms [9, 10] how
to decompose any U4 into local unitary gates and CNOT
gates. It turns out that the unitary can be implemented
(up to a phase) by using just two CNOT gates and six
unitary gates. Our mathematica programs compute the
required unitaries and produce a qasm program that can
be implemented on the ibm machines. The quantum logic
circuit implementing the entangling strategy is shown in
Fig. 2.
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FIG. 1: The quantum logic circuit for the direct strategy.
The unitary transformation to the optimal separable basis is
between the two black dashed vertical lines. The preparation
stage is the part to the left of these lines and to the right of
these lines, the pink blocks with dials show the measurement
stage.
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FIG. 2: The quantum logic circuit for the entangling strategy.
The unitary transformation to the optimal entangling basis is
between the two black dashed vertical lines. This entangling
unitary transformation is realised (upto an overall phase) as
a string of unitary operations and two CNOT gates. The
preparation stage is the part to the left of these lines and to
the right of these lines, the pink blocks with dials show the
measurement stage.
Results: Let us summarize the results of the study. We
have implemented our idea at three levels:
(a) a mathematica program which numerically com-
putes and compares the relative entropy for the two com-
putational strategies - the Direct and the Entangled, (b)
a simulation on the ibmqx4 computer which mimics the
actual quantum experiment by incorporating some of the
specific engineering details, and (c) an actual quantum
experiment on the ibmqx4 computer. Below is a table
which summarizes our results. The relative entropies cor-
responding to the direct and entangling strategies Sreldir
and Srelent and their difference Sreldiff = Srelent − Sreldir
are displayed corresponding to the mathematica pro-
gram (Theory), ibm simulator (Sim) and ibm experiment
(Expt) in the table.
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FIG. 3: Figure shows the log of the likelihood as a function
of the number or runs. The red dots represent the result of
using the entanglement strategy and the blue ones use the
direct strategy. The red dots show a steeper negative slope.
This shows that the likelihood of the state being ρB decreases
faster as the number of qubits measured increases.
Theory Sim Expt
Srel dir 4.506 4.519 4.043
Srel ent 4.723 4.696 1.660
Srel diff 0.217 0.177 -2.382
We notice that our mathematica programs are in close
agreement with the results of the simulations on the ib-
mqx4 quantum computer. However, there is a consider-
able discrepancy between the results of the real quantum
ibmqx4 experiments and the ibmqx4 simulations or the
results of the mathematica programs. This discrepancy
could be due to limitations coming from gate infidelity
and decoherence. Thus the noise from these two sources
masks the quantum advantage effect that we expect from
our theoretical studies [6].
We graphically capture the main result of our study in
Fig.3 where we plot the Log[Likelihood] versus the num-
ber of qubits which clearly demonstrates the superiority
of the Entangled Strategy over the Direct Strategy. Thus
there is a clear quantum advantage in choosing the En-
tangled Strategy instead of the Direct one.
Conclusion: In this Letter, we described how Likeli-
hood theory works in the quantum regime and show how
these ideas can be implemented on a quantum computer.
The main message is that entanglement can be used as
a resource to improve our power to discriminate between
quantum states of qubits. Entanglement is crucially used
here, since it is our ability to use non separable bases that
gives us the quantum advantage.
The scheme we propose has been implemented on the
ibmqx4 computer. We have performed both simulations
and real experiments on this computer. We notice that
our theoretical expectation based on Mathematica pro-
grams agrees very well with results of the simulations.
However, decoherence and limitations in gate fidelity
mask the effect of quantum advantage stemming from en-
tanglement that we notice in our Mathematica programs
and simulations on ibmqx4. We have also tested our
ideas on the Melbourne quantum computer IBM Q16,
which has provided some marginal improvement in the
experimental results.
Our study therefore has two significant aspects to it.
It has provided a way to check theoretical expectations of
quantum advantage from entanglement in the context of
Quantum Likelihood Theory. In addition it has brought
out the limitations of the present day ibmqx4 computer
so far as experiments go. This would motivate researchers
to improve the quality of the experiments by improving
gate fidelity and by reducing noise due to decoherence.
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